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Helldorado Days most important for city business

By Joe Pangburn
THE TOMSTONE EPITAPH
For Tombstone businessmen, the most important weekend of the year is just around the corner.

This Friday, Saturday and Sunday – the 17th through the 19th – is the Helldorado Days event for our great city.

But the economic impact of Helldorado extends far beyond the walls of our fine city. We need to remember that it’s not just Tombstone that benefits from the Helldorado event. It is the wall-to-wall event that makes Tombstone a destination for others. It is the city-wide event that makes Tombstone a destination for others.
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It's a Wednesday afternoon at the Migrant Resource Center.

It's the day and the desert is hot but they have found
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By Matt Scarborough
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New militia group settles into town, plans more missions

Free-speech zones spring up in Arizona

A new group of voluntary security patrol members has set up

a free-speech zone on a dirt road near the U.S.-Mexico border in

Tombstone. The group is called the Cochise County Militia

(CCM) and it is part of a growing list of new volunteer border

patrol groups across the country. The CCM plans to provide a

natural border patrol and a free-speech zone.

By Megan J. Mazurek
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Volunteer aids illegal crossings

By B. Janelle Montenegro

Cecile Lumer, volunteer director at the Migrant Resource Center, lures to help deport

immigrants by providing them with food, shelter and

a place to stay. She is considered an expert

on the border. She is considered an expert

on the border.
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afte energy, it is clear the part that has tightened the most is the renewable energy because that is our future. She said, "The sun comes up each and every day and the state of Arizona is the most strategically located state of all the states of the country to capture the power of the sun."

Best: "Clearly there is more at issue here than just more in taxation or our nation than solving our energy crisis. It's impacting our families, it's impacting our children, it's impacting us in every part of our community, our families, our livelihood. I believe that we must access our own renewable energy sources such as natural gas in our country now. We cannot look out on fossil fuels intersee to maintain in disregard because the alternative simply hasn't been available for some time. But sad to believe that the country is not using large energy resources is what is causing some of the current issues. And I also pointed out that our nation has begun to invest in the development of alternative energy sources.

My opponent talked about solar and wind energy, but they just described and the hope that they will come to form for free on vacation weeks and we are going to have a time with energy prices," he said.

On undocumented immigration

Best: "I believe we have to deal with the fact that the federal government has failed to address it. The immigration issue also is a very significant and of significant importance has been done. And I have the feeling that a lot of people that have been arrested in Arizona and they're here because that are bringing people across the country that they aren't familiar with, and they're living in the desert."

"I believe we need to work to secure the border. We must provide the border patrol and the means that they need to do their job."
By Stephanie Jerzy
THE TOMBSTONE EPITAPH

The best shoots make for the best shoots. Shooting is a sport for those who seek a challenging and exciting experience. Depending on the rules, shooting is done individually or in teams. It is a sport that combines skill, precision, physical and mental strength.

Women are proving they pack the power

Women's involvement in shooting sports has increased significantly over the years. Initially, women were limited to supporting roles, but now they are competitive shooters in their own right. Women have made significant progress in the world of shooting sports, challenging stereotypes and breaking barriers.

**Women in Shooting Sports**

Women have been participating in shooting sports for decades. In recent years, the number of female shooters has grown exponentially. Women are not only participating in traditional shooting sports but also in modern disciplines like archery and trap shooting.

**Kukowski, Evans, and Ferran**

Fiona Kukowski, proprietress of the Tombstone Livery Stable, mentions that to be a woman in the sport of shooting is a draw for women. "It's not just about winning," Kukowski says. "It's about competing and being part of a community that values the skill and precision of shooting.

**Evans' Contribution**

Leanna Evans, proprietor of the Tombstone Livery Stable, has seen a substantial increase in the number of women joining shooting sports. "Women are coming from all over the country," Evans says. "The demand is growing, and we're happy to accommodate them.

**Women's Participation**

The number of women participating in shooting sports is on the rise. In recent years, the number of female participants has increased by over 50%, with some events seeing a doubling of female participation. This trend is evident in Tombstone, where the demand for shooting sports participation has grown significantly.

**Conclusion**

Women have long been involved in shooting sports, and their role continues to grow. Despite challenges, women's participation in shooting sports has increased dramatically in recent years. As more women enter the sport, they bring with them new perspectives and a desire to break barriers. Women are proving they can pack the power in this exciting and challenging sport. #womeninshooting #womenempowerment #shootingsports